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Electronic Music and 
Introduction to Electronic Music classes 




Techniques and Analysis Students 
pSYchoTiC Logic 
Jo Z (Horincewich) 
Brian Moore 
Dominic DeJoseph 
poem and recittion by Allen Ginsberg 
Spudley Listens to Old Age Sticks 









William F. King III 
The Emerald Forest 
H-almost Hydro Hotel 
Interesting 
David G. Stevens 
Christopher Page 
Russell M. Colleran 
Barbara Christophy 
Ilona Pierce, vocalist 


















In the Dark of Night 
The Microcosm 




Acetape Ecch from Studio C 
Motion 
Mass Confusion in Gb Minor 
One opus 

























Having a Wing Ding in the Fourth Dimension Lee Miller 
Scratches from the Imagination Natalie A. Walters 
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